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Xcerra’s New Ultra-Compact DxV: Accelerated Time-to-Volume  
DxV enables new ways to reduce time from design validation to volume production 

 
Norwood, Massachusetts, July 2017: Xcerra Tester Group launches the DxV -  an 

ultra-compact ATE with 5 high performance instrument slots, which has been 

designed for production and evaluation lab use. The DxV completes Xcerra’s toolset 

supporting efforts for fastest time-to-volume.  

 

The DxV is a five slot variant of the successful Diamondx platform. It is a compact self-

contained single ‘box’ solution providing 5 configurable slots for a range of standard 

Diamondx instruments. The DxV features a fully integrated, production worthy ATE design 

in ultra-small dimensions, portability, and low weight. The system is designed for low 

acoustic noise of 55 dB enabling deployment of the DxV in office spaces and engineering 

labs.  

For initial production configuration the DxV features direct or cable dock, and a light 

portable manipulator option. The DxV is easy to set up and runs the full suite of Unison 

production tools. The DxV facilitates the transitions to high volume production on the 

Diamondx, as it uses the same test software and runs the same program. 

 

Together with established Xcerra tools for silicon development the DxV enables the 

customers to efficiently improve their time-to-volume. The comprehensive Xcerra toolset 

supports the entire process from design to validation to production readiness and finally 

volume production. 

 

The DxV provides a low cost high density ATE in a small portable and flexible package, 

offering all the advantages of a mainstream ATE but allows bench to production use. 
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To learn more about the DxV, visit www.ltxc.com/DxV   

About Xcerra  

Xcerra Corporation is comprised of four powerful brands in the semiconductor and electronics 

manufacturing test markets: atg-Luther & Maelzer, Everett Charles Technologies, LTX-Credence 

and Multitest. The combination of these businesses creates a Company with a broad spectrum of 

semiconductor and PCB test expertise that drive innovative new products and services, and the 

ability to deliver to customers fully integrated semiconductor test cell solutions.  The Company 

addresses the broad, divergent requirements of the mobility, industrial, automotive and consumer 

end markets, offering a comprehensive portfolio of solutions and technologies, and a global 

network of strategically deployed applications and support resources. Additional information can be 

found at www.xcerra.com or at each product group’s website; www.atg-lm.com, www.ectinfo.com, 

www.ltxc.com and www.multitest.com. 
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